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While their concentrations were too broad for them to main-
tain the effective control of a Menelik over them, they were
not too broad for the enemy to define and map their boun-
daries. Mulugeta was now only twenty kilometres south of
Makale, a position impossible to take by assault., so elaborate
now were its defences. Kassa and Seyyum were only
fifteen kilometres south of the Warieu Pass into the Tembien,
where the Blackshirt October 28 division and associated
battalions were equally impregnable. Imru was facing
Axum at fifteen kilometres : he knew that he could not
take it, but he felt instinctively that he must be in a position
to watch it.
Finally they were obsessed with the idea that the Amba
was invulnerable and that white men could not climb.
By waiting in Makalle Badoglio had encouraged the
natural inclination of the Ethiopian to draw nigh. He
was going to use mass against mass : to pin and to pulverise
the enemy. His preparations were conducted in great
secrecy and suggested to the Ethiopian that he was intending
to withdraw.
Except for the revictualment of the forces holding the
Warieu and Abaro Passes on the edge of the Tembien and
of the Geralta, he used no roads through the centre of the
Tigre. Makalle was only supplied by the Adigrat-Dolo
motor road to the extreme east of the Tigre plateau, far
away from all Ethiopian concentrations except the small
force of Dedjaz Kassa Sebhat. The road was metalled by
private contractors.
Seyyum began to feel his way forward again : the post
at Work Amba was used for reconnaissance and Italian
patrols south of the Warieu Pass were cut off at the end of
December. He renewed relations with the people of the
Geralta north of Makalle but found them much more
timid than before. They had been disarmed. The
churches on their boundary with the Tembien were burnt
as the small Italian garrisons retired, leaving an enormous
gap for infiltration between the Gheva and the Gabat
confluence to the south and the Pass of Warieu to the
north. Twenty-five kilometres across lay the deserted
tangle of rock and thorn valley. Was it a trap ? Did they
wish the whole force of Seyyum and Kassa to pour through it ?

